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Thanks for some of the compliments we have received recently about the

golf course. We know the 11th fairway is not great and we will be doing

some work on it again as soon as we can. Unfortunately we do have to wait

for the growing season to begin so we will get started as soon as it starts

warming up.

We do however need your help with some easy to implement and basic

golfing etiquette which will make our jobs so much easier to do:

• Repair your Pitchmarks

• Repair your Divots

• Rake the bunkers

• Play Ready Golf

Challenge the Club Captain and Head Professional



Hey, You! Yes, You…

You can now challenge the Club Captain and Head Professional to a match!

All members are invited to Challenge the Club Captain, Francois Anderson

and Head Professional, Joseph Phiri, to a match played over 18-holes.

The format will be matchplay off full handicaps.

Members can only play once, in order to give as many members a

chance to play.

The Challenges will be played on either Thursday or Saturday

afternoons.

Any team who beats the Captain and Pro will go into a draw which will

be done during the first week of October.

The drawn team will get to play a round of golf at a very special golf club

with our Captain and Pro, and will also get to enjoy lunch after their special

golfing experience.

Chat to either Joseph or Francois to take up the challenge.



 
 Have you downloaded the My Home Club App?

 Golf booking

We are using it more and more to communicate with our members so if

you haven’t downloaded it - you are missing out.

Check out the video to see how to make a golf Booking using the App:

 

 
  Here's what to look forward to

 Upcoming events

Singles Club

Sunday, 29th May

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=wXtODgvs-tw&feature=youtu.be


 

Chicken Run
Fri, 3rd June

Fri, 17th June

Fri, 24th June

9-holes of pure fun. The R50 comp fee includes 2 Jokers Wild tickets.

Book through the golf shop on (012) 654-1144 / 2111.

  Let us help you play better golf

This week Adam discusses your carry distance and why it's important to

know the difference between your carry distance and your total distance.

Adam Lowther is an Assistant Teaching Professional at Zwartkop.



  Get your body and golf in sync

Ask Justin Godfrey how he can help you get the most out of your golf.

He is Level 1 Titleist Performance Institute (TPI) certified, and is able to

improve your golf through a combination of TPI and golf exercises,

especially if there is an underlying weakness in your body which is affecting

your golf swing.

Contact Justin on 082-925-0236 details.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea_5pnSQFAM


  Otway's Golf Shop



Trade-Up & Save with Cleveland RTX ZIPCORE WEDGE

Trade in any used wedges for the latest Cleveland RTX ZIPCORE Wedges &

get guaranteed trade-in savings

Buy 1 RTX ZIPCORE + Trade in 1 of your wedges & SAVE R400

Buy 2 RTX ZIPCORES + Trade in 2 of your wedges & SAVE R1000

Buy 3 RTX ZIPCORES + Trade in 2 of your wedges & SAVE R1800



  Limited time offer!

Get a Free 1 year Full Membership of Zwartkop Country Club when you buy

a Full set of Wilson 1200 Clubs.

Men’s Set – R6999

Ladies Set – R5999

(Excludes the annual SAGA Handicap & Affiliation fee)

T’s & C’s Apply including that offer applies to new members only & is valid to

16th June.



 

 
  Swagg promotion

 Swagg in the bag!



Buy a pair of Swagg Shorts plus a Swagg Shirt for only R799.

Swagg Rain Suit – Jacket and Pants plus a free Swagg logo’d shirt, all for

R1748.

 

  The golf shop takes trade-in golf
clubs!

Cash from the trade-in’s can be used to upgrade your set or to buy

something else from the shop. Chat to Joseph for details.





CalendarCalendar ResultsResults BookingsBookings

 
 Mind your gaps

 Long iron or hybrid?
Hybrids were developed as an easier way to cover the distance you

otherwise would have required a long iron for. But before we can decide on

whether a hybrid is the right choice for you, we'll need to have a look at your

current swing and club setup.

Let's find outLet's find out

 

 

As part of the fitting process, we’ll also need to identify where

any performance gap exists: is it at #3- #4-, or #5-iron? And if

we determine that hybrid is right for you, do you need a 18°,

21° or 24° hybrid?

 Fill the gaps
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  Fill the gaps
Skill level doesn’t matter. Every golfer should be using a set of clubs that

makes the game easier and more enjoyable. Let’s make sure you are.

Book a fittingBook a fitting

 

  Sharpen your
short game

With sharper, deeper grooves, the

new Cleveland CBX ZipCore Wedges

make it easier to control your wedge

shots.

Discover CBX ZipCoreDiscover CBX ZipCore

 

  Know your distances

 Carry and total distance: what’s
 the difference?
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Distance from the spot you hit the

golf ball to the spot it first hits the

ground.

 

“Carry” + distance that the golf ball

rolls out.

‘Carry’ is your focus when trying to clear obstacles like water and bunkers, as

well as hitting into an elevated green. ‘Total distance’ is fine for

straightforward shots, but something to keep in mind is that it can be

influenced by aspects out of your control, like whether the course is wet or

dry.

 

This week’s benchmark

Track your average total distance with driver over a full round.

 

Once you have your average total distance, challenge us to add at least 10

metres to it. If you’ve completed last week’s benchmark and haven’t shared

your score, you can do so now.

Tell us your scoreTell us your score

  Go the distance

http://www.zwartkopproshop.co.za/pages/benchmark-average-total-distance-with-driver


The more we know about your performance from specific distances, the

more focused we can be in your improvement process.

Let's talk distancesLet's talk distances
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